ProAV & Collaboration solutions
Dynamic, Fully Customized ProAV Solutions for Multiple Applications & Markets

Reception/Lobby | Self-Serve Kiosks | Digital Classroom | Healthcare/Telemedicine
Government | Finance | Hospitality | Retail | Home Theater | AI Smart Signage
House of Worship | Esports | Restaurant/Café | Command & Control | Connectivity

No other technology has the power to connect, impress, influence, entice, and empower an audience, instantly, like ProAV & Collaboration.

As the nation continues to navigate the current environment of physical distancing, remote access, and hybrid meeting models, ProAV capabilities extend well beyond traditional applications. From Queue Management and Routing/Wayfinding to Telemedicine and Collaboration, ProAV, Digital Signage & Collaboration solutions play a fundamental role in creating safer environments and, in turn, better customer experiences.

D&H Professional Services
Let us help bridge your technical gaps with our D&H Professional and Managed Services team of industry experts, technology certified specialists, and field technicians to assist with every aspect of your business. From sophisticated ProAV integrations to Collaboration solutions, our team leverages real-world expertise to help you win incremental business:

- Accurate, Validated, Multi-vendor Bill of Materials (BOMs)
- Everything-as-a-Service (XaaS) Enablement
- Technical Quoting Assistance
- Consultations
- On-site Install/Integration Support
- Deal Registration
- Trainings and Demonstrations
- Resource Materials
- Vendor Agnostic Support
- Professional Line Drawings
- Project Material Staging
- Certified Field Engineers

Key Partnerships and Industry Certifications

- AMX Programming 1
- ATEN Pro-AV Certified Specialist
- Atlona Certified Technologist
- AVIXA Certified Technical Specialist (CTS)
- Chief Certified Partner Program
- ClearOne Certified Technical Specialist
- Digital Signage Certified Expert
- Epson Certified Projector Specialist
- Harman Crown DriveCore Install Series
- Leyard/Planar DirectLight X LED Video Wall System
- NEC Multi-Venue Projection Technology
- OSHA 10 HR Construction
- Planar Clarity Matrix G3
- Polycom Unified Communications Sales

D&H ProAV Solutions Supports

YES, we can do that! Visit www.dandh.com/ProAV or email ProAV@dandh.com today!
## End-to-End ProAV & Collaboration Solution

### COMMERCIAL DISPLAY, IFP, PROJECTION
- Boxlight
- NEC Display Solutions
- Dell
- Epson
- SAMSUNG
- ViewSonic
- LG Business Solutions

### MOUNTS, STANDS & SCREENS
- Chief
- Crimson
- Da-Lite
- ESI
- Manhattan
- SIIG
- Tripp-Lite

### SIGNAL MANAGEMENT & VIDEO DISTRIBUTION
- Atlona
- Gefen
- Netgear
- SIIG

### POWER, CABLING & ENCLOSURES
- APC
- Belkin
- C2G
- StarTech.com
- Tripp-Lite
- Vertiv

### COLLABORATION
- AVer
- AMX
- Jabra
- Lenovo
- Logitech
- Vaddio

### PC, ENDPOINT, MEDIA PLAYER
- Acer
- Asus
- Azulle
- Dell
- HP
- Intel
- Lenovo

### AUDIO
- AKG
- Bowers & Wilkins
- ClearOne
- Crown
- C2G
- DBX
- Harman
- JBL
- Soundcraft

### WIRELESS DISPLAY CASTING
- Airtame
- ScreenBeam

### CLOUD-BASED SOLUTIONS
- Cisco Partner
- Intermedia
- Microsoft Teams
- RingCentral
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